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bstract

The relationship between perception and motor performance was studied in a situation that required perceptual processing of a complex motion
timulus in which a target signal had to be segmented, selected, and tracked. Participants were asked to move their arm in synchrony with one surface
f a transparent motion display in which two surfaces moved horizontally back-and-forth over each other. The quality of tracking performance
as measured as a function of bottom-up and top-down perceptual cues and their interplay. Target signal strength was manipulated by lowering

he relative amount of signal dots constituting the target, i.e., the coherence level (100%–50%–30%–10%; the distractor surface was always
00% coherent). A colour cue that distinguished the target from the distractor surface was either available or absent. In the presence of a colour
ue, participants experienced little or no difficulties at coherence levels of 50%–100% but when surface formation was complicated by lowering
he coherence level, synchronisation consistency decreased. This corresponds with continuous attempts, successful and unsuccessful, to correct

naccurate synchronisation. In the absence of a colour cue, difficulties were frequently observed in all coherence conditions, but they differed
epending on the coherence level. Overall, these results suggest that colour can serve as a strong top-down cue for proper target selection and
racking, provided that bottom-up motion signals are sufficiently strong.

2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Our everyday behaviour requires a precise interplay between
hat we see and how we act. Navigating through traffic, doing

ports, cooking are just a few examples of daily actions that
ecessitate us to accurately perceive our environment and adapt
ur behaviour accordingly. One crucial aspect of perception in
his respect is picking up motion, through segregation and inte-
ration of local motion signals. Elements with a common motion
irection and speed tend to be grouped together according to the
estalt principle of common fate [14,17]. These grouping pro-

esses are typically studied by means of the motion coherence

aradigm [12]. In this paradigm random-dot kinematograms are
sed, in which a number of dots, the signal dots, move coherently
hile the other dots, called noise dots, move randomly. Motion
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iscrimination performance can then be quantified in terms of
he required proportion of signal dots, i.e., the coherence level
3,8] (see [16] for an alternative approach).

Ceux et al. [6,7] integrated the motion coherence paradigm in
synchronisation task to investigate motor performance coupled

o motion perception. They examined how varying the coherence
evel of a stimulus (100%–50%–30%–10%) affected synchro-
isation behaviour. In their perceptuo-motor task participants
ad to continuously match the movement of their right arm in
pace and time with the horizontal cyclical motion of coher-
ntly moving dots. Synchronisation accuracy and consistency
ere considerably reduced when only 10% of the displayed dots
oved coherently [6].
In the current study, we extend the research of Ceux et al.

o transparent motion stimuli. Transparent motion entails two

timulus components moving transparently across each other
o that two different motions have to be assigned to the same
etinal position [13], which increases the contribution of segre-
ation and integration of local motion signals. Specifically, we

mailto:Lizzy.Bleumers@psy.kuleuven.be
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bbr.2006.06.021
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xamined synchronisation behaviour at different coherence lev-
ls, analogous to the study of Ceux et al. [6], when a fixed amount
f dots was also present moving coherently in the opposite
irection of the synchronisation target. In the previous synchro-
isation studies [6,7] the visual system had to select a group of
oherently moving dots embedded in a background of randomly
oving dots, whereas in the present paradigm an extra surface
as added which competes for selection (i.e., the distractor sur-

ace). Given the results for the original stimuli, we expected
ynchronisation problems to become apparent at low coherence
evels. We anticipated that participants would start to incorrectly
rack the stable distractor surface under these conditions.

We wanted to investigate whether synchronisation to the tar-
et could be improved by giving the distractor surface a different
olour. Such a colour cue could aid selection of the synchronisa-
ion target during the trial, maintaining focus on it and ignoring
he salient distractor surface by defining the relevant object for
he task. Convincing evidence supports the idea that objects can
erve as units for attention (e.g. [1], see [11] for a review).
urthermore, transparent motion stimuli are a useful test case
or isolating object-based attention from space-based attention
ecause the components competing for selection overlap [15].
aldes-Sosa et al. [15] found advantages in transparent motion
timuli for focussed attention on one surface over attention
ivided between two differently coloured surfaces when par-
icipants made perceptual judgments. This suggests that colour
an be used to select surfaces and objects attentively. Based on
his evidence, we predicted that participants would be better at
electing the target and synchronising their arm movement with
t when a colour cue was present.

How the coherence and colour manipulation would interact,
as an open question. Colour can serve as a strong top-down

ue for target selection, but proper selection and tracking require
ufficiently strong bottom-up motion signals. At low coherence
evels, the target surface percept might be unstable or even absent
ue to unsuccessful segmentation of the display. This would
educe or perhaps even eliminate beneficial effects of colour.

. Method

.1. Participants

Sixteen students (mean age = 22.31 years, age range 19–28) volunteered to
articipate in the study. The participants had normal or corrected to normal vision
nd had no previous experience with the task. The volunteers gave their informed
onsent prior to taking part in the experiment. A computer based screening test,
short online version of the Ishihara test [10], excluded red-green colour vision
eficiencies among the participants.

.2. Apparatus and stimuli

In a darkened room, the participants were seated behind a table with their
ight forearm positioned on a lever while grasping a handle fixed to the distal end.
he lever could freely rotate in the horizontal plane and the participant’s elbow
as placed just above the lever’s axis of rotation. A shaft encoder (Tamagawa

S5116) was connected to the axis of rotation of the lever and registered its posi-

ion (accuracy of 0.1◦) at a rate of 100 Hz. The dynamic stimulus was a random-
ot kinematogram, generated in MATLAB, using the Psychophysics Toolbox
xtensions [2,9]. It was displayed as a large black rectangle (1.17 m × 1.19 m;
3.94◦ × 44.62◦) continuously filled with the total number of 1000 dots, divided
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n two sets of dots each containing 500 dots. An individual dot was about 2 cm
n size (0.79◦). The first set of dots contained the synchronisation target. This
et consisted of a percentage of signal dots moving sinusoidally back-and-forth,
tarting from the left to the right, in a coherent way at a rate of 0.3 Hz (26◦/s),
hile the remaining dots (noise) moved randomly (each noise dot was assigned

n arbitrary direction). In contrast, the other set of dots only contained coherently
oving signal dots which gave rise to a salient distractor surface. These dots also
oved horizontally back-and-forth, but always in the opposite direction of the

ynchronisation target. Between the two reversal positions, all dots had a limited
ifetime of five frames (0.080 s) of the total sequence of 100 frames (1.65 s). This
as done to avoid the possibility of tracking one dot or a small group of dots.
he visual signal was projected on a wall in front of the participants at a viewing
istance of 1.45 m by means of a LCD-projector with a spatial resolution of
00 × 600 pixels (NEC MultiSync VT 540).

.3. Procedure

Before starting the actual experiment, participants were given a short test
o preclude problems with the task due to red-green colour vision deficiencies.
articipants were then instructed on the synchronisation task. They were asked to
ove their right forearm so that their motion corresponded with the horizontal

rajectory of the target (peak-to-peak amplitude: 44◦). After instructions, we
howed examples of the stimuli to acquaint participants with the nature of the
timulus. Finally, the actual experiment began in which participants took part in
ll conditions. Participants had to complete 20 back-and-forth arm movement
ycles per trial.

At the beginning of each trial a visual intro stimulus was shown, directly
receding the appearance of the transparent motion stimulus. Arm movement
ad to be initiated after the intro, when the transparent motion stimulus was
isplayed. During the intro 10 dots made one horizontal back-and-forth move-
ent at the same frequency as the actual stimulus (0.3 Hz). The intro indicated
hat would be the synchronisation target, as the movement of the target was a

ontinuation of the intro movement. Participants were free to move their eyes
uring the trial.

The stimulus had certain characteristics depending on the given con-
ition. The coherence level of a group of 500 dots was manipulated
100%–50%–30%–10%) which resulted in a more or less salient synchroni-
ation target. Another group of 500 dots moved coherently and formed a stable
urface, the distractor surface, which had to be ignored. There were two colour
onditions. In the WW condition the dots of the distractor surface were not
oloured differently from the other dots; all displayed dots were white. In the
R condition the distractor dots were red while all other dots (signal and noise
ots) were green. For example, in the GR condition with 50% coherence a stimu-
us was displayed with green dots containing the synchronisation target and a red
istractor surface. This stimulus contained 250 green coherently moving dots,
50 green noise dots and a distractor surface of 500 red dots moving coherently
n the opposite direction of the target dots.

The administration of the experiment was organised in four blocks, one for
ach coherence level. The order of these blocks was varied across participants.
ach block contained six trials: three successive trials of the WW condition, and

hree of the GR condition. Again, the order of these colour conditions within a
lock was varied across participants.

.4. Data description and analysis

.4.1. Global parameters
First, we measured the parameters typically used in synchronisation research

4–7]. These parameters capture performance on one trial in a single value. The
ean amplitude (◦) and mean within-participant variability of amplitude (◦) were

omputed to study the spatial performance of the arm movement according to
he criterion amplitude of the visual signal (44◦). Further, the spatio-temporal
haracteristics of the synchronisation performance throughout the entire tra-

ectory were described by the absolute mean (continuous) relative phase (◦)
nd the mean within-participant variability of the (continuous) relative phase
◦). The spatio-temporal parameters were obtained by calculating the absolute
ean and the standard deviation of the relative phase values for the samples

aken during a trial. These values give the difference in phase angle between
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Table 1
Selection criteria for trial classification

Trial category Selection criteria

Target 13 or more cycles with an absolute mean relative phase of
less than 30◦

TargetDeviant Less than 13 cycles with an absolute mean relative phase of
less than 30◦
Four or more consecutive cycles present with a mean
relative phase of less than 30◦
No presence of four or more consecutive cycles with mean
relative phase of more than 150◦

Distractor Less than 13 cycles with an absolute mean relative phase of
less than 30◦
Four or more consecutive cycles present with a mean
relative phase of more than 150◦

Problematic Less than 13 cycles with an absolute mean relative phase of
less than 30◦
No presence of four or more consecutive cycles with a mean
relative phase less than 30◦
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No presence of four or more consecutive cycles with a mean
relative phase more than 150◦

he arm movement and the visual signal and they range from −180◦ to 180◦
a negative value indicating that the arm was lagging behind the signal). A
ower absolute mean relative phase expresses higher synchronisation accuracy.
ess mean within-participant variability corresponds with a more consistent
ynchronisation performance. Both accuracy and consistency have to be consid-
red to evaluate task performance. Synchronisation with a consistent amplitude
nd relative phase can be incorrect, for instance, when participants are tracking
he distractor surface. Also, absolute mean relative phase can be relatively low,
hile within-participant variability of relative phase is high indicating that the
articipant has difficulties staying on target.

All of the above dependent variables were computed as the average of the
hree trials that each participant completed per combination of coherence level
nd colour condition. Statistical analyses were performed in a 4 × 2 (coher-
nce level × colour condition) factorial design with repeated measures on both
actors.

.4.2. Trial classification
As a complement to the above global parameters, we examined every trial in

ore detail by labeling each of its back-and-forth cycles according to the abso-
ute mean relative phase for this cycle (x). Each cycle was assigned to one of three
roups: indicative of good agreement between the arm movement and the target
otion (x < 30◦), good agreement between the arm movement and the distrac-

or motion (x > 150◦) or neither (30◦ ≤ x ≤ 150◦). These margins were based on
xamination of movement patterns in the condition in which performance was
ptimal (colour condition GR, coherence level 100%). This labeling enabled us
o classify the different trials based on the types of cycles they were composed of.

our mutually exclusive and exhaustive categories of trials were distinguished
see Table 1 for the selection criteria per category): (1) trials dominated by stable
ynchronisation with the target (Target-trials); (2) trials in which both stable syn-
hronisation with the target and obvious synchronisation problems took place,
ut in which there was never stable synchronisation with the distractor surface

b
s
p

able 2
eans of the spatial synchronisation measurements

10%

WW GR

mplitude (◦) 55 53
ithin-participant variability of amplitude (◦) 6 7
mplitude error, left (◦) 16.9 16.5
mplitude error, right (◦) −4.9 −6.0
Research 173 (2006) 199–204 201

TargetDeviant-trials); (3) trials in which there was stable synchronisation with
he distractor surface at some point (Distractor-trials), even when there was also
ood synchronisation with the target during a number of cycles; (4) trials in
hich synchronisation behaviour was problematic since there was no stable

ynchronisation with the target, nor with the distractor (Problematic-trials).

. Results

.1. Spatial parameters

Data concerning the spatial parameters are available for
nspection in Table 2. First, the mean amplitude was consid-
red. There was a small, yet significant effect of coherence, F(3,
5) = 4.33, p = .0091. On average, participants overshot the tar-
et amplitude by 8◦. There was no significant main effect of
olour (p = .1774), nor did we observe a significant interaction
ffect (p = .1031).

Next, we investigated the mean within-participant variabil-
ty of amplitude. This was on average significantly higher in
he WW condition than in the GR condition, F(1, 15) = 20.05,
= .0004. Varying coherence level also had a significant effect,
(3, 45) = 3.01, p = .0398. Both main effects have to be quali-
ed, however, in the light of a significant interaction between

he coherence and the colour manipulation, F(3, 45) = 10.43,
< .0001. In the WW condition, participants became spatially
ore consistent in their synchronising movement as coher-

nce decreased. In the GR condition, synchronisation initially
ecame less consistent when the coherence level was lowered,
ut consistency increased again when coherence reached 10%.
t can been seen in Table 2 that in the high coherence con-
itions (50% and 100%) amplitude was less variable in the
R condition than in the WW condition. In the low coherence

onditions (10% and 30%), however, the reverse situation is
bserved. In this case amplitude is less consistent in the GR
ondition.

Additional data concerning amplitude errors yield further
nsight into the amplitude overshoot. On average participants

oved too much to the left (mean: 16.47◦, SD: 7.30◦) and not
ar enough to the right (mean: −6.31◦, SD: 6.53◦). This may be
ue to the fact that the extension movement to the right required
ore effort than the flexion movement to the left.

.2. Spatio-temporal parameters
The absolute mean relative phase was significantly affected
y the colour manipulation, F(1, 15) = 8.79, p = .0096. The
patio-temporal deviation of the arm position from the signal
osition was on average significantly smaller when target and

30% 50% 100%

WW GR WW GR WW GR

51 51 51 52 51 53
7 9 8 6 10 5

16.9 16.2 15.7 16.4 16.7 16.5
−7.8 −6.4 −5.4 −6.5 −7.1 −6.3
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Fig. 1. Mean and standard error of the absolute relative phase (◦).

istractor surface were coloured differently. The absolute mean
elative phase tended to increase as coherence was lowered but
his effect was only marginally significant (p = .0522). As can
e seen in Fig. 1, this trend was the same for both colour condi-
ions, consistent with a lack of an interaction effect between the
olour and coherence manipulations (p = .9052).

Our analysis revealed that implementing a colour difference
ignificantly lowered the mean within-participant variability of
he relative phase, F(1, 15) = 5.80, p = .0293, while varying the
oherence level yielded no significant effect (p = .7872). How-
ver, there was a strong interaction between the two main vari-
bles, F(3, 45) = 17.61, p < .0001. In Fig. 2, it is apparent that
n the GR condition synchronisation performance became less
onsistent by lowering the coherence level, whereas the opposite
ccurred in the WW condition. Comparing the colour conditions
er coherence level shows that in the high coherence conditions
here was less within-participant variability of the relative phase
hen the target and distractor dots were distinguished by colour,
et, the reverse was true in the low coherence conditions.

.3. Trial classification

In order to understand the results of the analyses on the global
patial and spatio-temporal data, a more fine-grained examina-
ion of what goes on in a trial was required. As described in
ection 2, we classified each trial in terms of the degree of rel-

tively stable synchronisation with the target or the distractor
urface across its back-and-forth cycles (see Table 1 again).

Fig. 3 shows the distribution of the trials per colour and coher-
nce condition (n = 48, 3 trials for each of the 16 participants)

ig. 2. Mean and standard error of the within-participant variability of relative
hase (◦).
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ig. 3. Distribution of the different trial categories per colour and coherence
ondition (note: 100% = 48 trials, 3 trials for each of the 16 participants).

cross the four categories that we distinguished. Let us first take
look at the GR conditions. Participants performed best when

arget and distractor were coloured differently and were equally
alient (i.e., GR100 condition): 90% of the trials predominantly
onsisted of arm movements that corresponded relatively well
ith the target motion. Decreasing the coherence level, when

here was a colour cue present, had an overall negative effect,
s we had expected: we observed gradually less Target-trials
nd gradually more TargetDeviant, Distractor- and Problematic-
rials. The pattern of results at this finer level matches the results
t the more global level: namely, less spatio-temporal accuracy
nd less consistency with decreasing coherence level.

The results were more complex in the WW condition. Perfor-
ance was not nearly as good as in the GR condition when both

urfaces were equally salient (i.e., the WW100 condition). The
elatively low percentage of Target-trials (35%) and Distractor-
rials (10%) suggests that, in general, participants had difficulty
electing and maintaining attention on either of the two avail-
ble surfaces. Reducing coherence had both a negative effect (as
e expected) and a positive effect, albeit relatively smaller. It

esulted in gradually more trials in which the distractor surface
as incorrectly selected for tracking at some point (i.e., more
istractor-trials), often early in the trial and without correction.
side from this negative effect, however, reducing coherence

lso led to more trials in which stable and accurate synchronisa-
ion with the target was obtained. This is indicated by the more

oderate increase of Target-trials as the coherence level went
own, with the main increase situated between coherence levels
00% and 50%. TargetDeviant and Problematic-trials became
ess frequent as the coherence level was lowered. This pattern
f results corresponds with the lower average spatio-temporal
ccuracy, but higher consistency when the coherence level was
owered in the WW condition.

Comparing both colour conditions across coherence con-
itions, we observed that the number of Distractor-trials was
onsistently lower in the GR condition than in the WW con-
ition, as expected. Differences for the other trial categories

epended on the coherence level. At the highest coherence lev-
ls (50% and 100%), Target-trials were clearly more frequent
n the GR condition than in the WW condition. At the lower
oherence levels (10% and 30%), however, there was no substan-
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to fail occasionally. Either way, attention will be attracted by
the salient distractor surface which is perfectly coherent. If the
distractor is selected for tracking, error detection and correction
L. Bleumers et al. / Behavioural

ial difference in the occurrence of Target-trials; synchronisation
ifficulties were observed frequently both in the GR and WW
ondition. There was a difference, however, in how these diffi-
ulties manifested. Trials containing stable synchronisation with
he distractor occurred more often in the WW condition than
n the GR condition. Problematic- and TargetDeviant-trials in
hich participants were not able to achieve or maintain sta-
le synchronisation with the target, while not locking on to the
istractor surface, were more frequent in the GR than in the
W condition. Together, this evidence suggests that a colour

ue helped to avoid the distractor surface and, furthermore,
ided selection of the target, provided that a stable percept
as formed. The colour cue could not compensate for the low

ignal strength of the synchronisation target at low coherence
evels.

. Discussion

In the current study we introduced transparent motion to the
ction domain. Similar to the study of Ceux et al. [6], participants
ad to track a complex moving target with their right forearm.
he target was a surface, which had to be successfully extracted

rom the display, moving transparently back-and-forth across
nother moving surface (i.e., the distractor surface). Following
eux et al., we manipulated signal strength of the target by mak-

ng a percentage of dots, which originally constituted the target
urface, move randomly. In addition, we introduced a colour cue
hat distinguished the target from the distractor surface.

We anticipated that when the salience of the synchronisation
arget was reduced, by lowering the coherence level, synchroni-
ation performance would deteriorate. In addition, we predicted
hat adding a colour cue would aid proper selection and mainte-
ance of focus on the target and thereby improve synchronisation
ith the target.
We performed analyses at a global level on the classic mea-

ures of synchronisation accuracy and consistency. Consistent
ith our predictions, we observed that adding the colour cue

ncreased the spatio-temporal accuracy of the synchronisation,
s expressed by the absolute mean relative phase. In addition,
s we expected, this measure of accuracy decreased by lower-
ng the coherence level, although the effect was only marginally
ignificant. The effect of lowering the coherence level on spatio-
emporal consistency of the tracking depended on the presence
f a colour cue and vice versa. When a colour cue was present,
owering the coherence level resulted in a decrease in spatio-
emporal consistency, while it led to more consistency in the
bsence of a colour cue. The data on the variability of the sub-
ects’ movement amplitude showed a similar interaction.

To elucidate the above results, we complemented our analyses
ith a detailed examination of each individual trial. This allowed
s to classify each trial based on the degree of relatively good
ynchronisation with the target and the distractor and consider
he distribution of the trials across the different categories for

ach combination of a colour and a coherence condition.

Trial classification showed that performance was optimal
hen the colour cue was combined with maximal coherence

i.e., the GR100 condition). Furthermore, at all coherence lev- F
Research 173 (2006) 199–204 203

ls, adding the colour cue reduced the amount of synchronisation
ttempts in which stable synchronisation with the distractor sur-
ace took place. When the coherence level was lowered, in the
resence of a colour cue, synchronisation difficulties ensued,
s expected. Trial classification further revealed why our mean
easure of spatio-temporal consistency increased as coherence
as reduced in the WW condition. When a colour cue was

bsent, synchronisation difficulties, unexpectedly, occurred at
ll coherence levels. The expression of these difficulties differed
cross coherence levels. When coherence was maximal, partici-
ants rarely settled into stable synchronisation with the distractor
urface in case of problems. As coherence was reduced, how-
ver, there were more trials in which participants began tracking
he distractor surface smoothly but incorrectly. This explains
he increased consistency. Finally, trial classification brought a
ifference into view between the frequent synchronisation prob-
ems at low coherence levels in the condition with a colour cue
nd in the condition without a colour cue. When a colour cue
as absent, there were relatively more trials in which the dis-

ractor surface was well synchronised with. When a colour cue
as present, there were more trials in which participants had
ifficulty to achieve or maintain stable synchronisation with the
arget but did not go into stable synchronisation with the distrac-
or surface.

This complex pattern of results becomes less surprising when
ne considers that multiple processes are involved in our syn-
hronisation task (see Fig. 4) and that our manipulations are
ikely to have affected several of them. We propose the follow-
ng framework. First, participants have to properly segment the
isplay once the transparent motion stimulus appears. If seg-
entation is achieved, the target surface can be selected as the

ne whose motion direction logically follows that of the 10 pre-
eding dots (in the WW condition) or on the basis of this prior
nformation and the colour cue (in the GR condition). When
he target is selected, the participant has to maintain focus on
t, while a potentially distracting surface moves in the opposite
irection. This process can be aided by the colour cue. When the
oherence level is low, segmentation may be (initially) unsuc-
essful or result in an unstable target surface. In the former case,
arget selection will be impossible. In the latter case, the target

ay be selected but the process of maintaining focus is likely
ig. 4. Proposed framework of processes involved in synchronisation task.
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[16] Watamaniuk SNJ, Sekuler R, Williams DW. Direction perception in com-
plex dynamic displays: the integration of direction information. Vision Res
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an ensue based on the colour cue, although not always suc-
essfully. Indeed our results indicate that the colour cue acted
s a top-down cue that could be used to avoid incorrect track-
ng of the distractor surface, through promotion of corrective
ehaviour. It also ensured stable tracking of the target, but only
hen the bottom-up signals underlying the target were suffi-

iently strong, that is, at high coherence levels when a salient
arget surface percept was achieved.

Further research should attempt to isolate the different con-
ributions of our manipulations to the synchronisation task in
rder to verify our framework. For instance, in our task the
olour cue served as an attention cue by indicating what was
elevant, but it was also the only cue that provided information
uring the trial about what the target was. This means that if
egmentation was initially unsuccessful, or the target was lost
uring the trial, it could still be found. To investigate the con-
ribution of attention in isolation, the angle between the two

otion directions in the stimulus could be altered, so that target
dentity remains available throughout the trial in both colour con-
itions via motion direction information. Another suggestion for
uture research is to combine our synchronisation task with eye
ovement tracking. This could provide additional information

bout some unexpected results and about the inter-individual
ariability in the synchronisation task. Indeed, we unexpectedly
bserved more trials dominated by good synchronisation with
he target as coherence level was lowered in the WW condi-
ion, and some participants did well in virtually all conditions.
his could reflect the use of a strategy; accurate synchronisation
ay have been achieved by moving the right arm oppositely to

he distractor surface. It has been shown that participants are
ble to synchronise in opposite direction of a coherent plane,
lthough their synchronisation behaviour is more variable com-
ared to in-phase synchronisation [6]. Eye movement patterns
ould be indicative of such a strategy. Finally, it would be inter-
sting to study participants’ adaptive behaviour in the current
ask in future experiments. This could be done by breaking the
hythmicity of the stimulus motion through a frequency change
uring the trial, as Ceux et al. [7] did in coherent motion stim-
li. Another possibility would be to start all trials with a colour
ue available, but at a fixed time either keep or drop the colour
nformation. This would ensure that the target could be prop-
rly identified at the start of the trial when segmentation was
uccessful.

We hope that our findings, the framework to understand them,

nd the suggested research questions that can test it, will inspire
urther investigation of motor performance coupled to complex
otion stimuli, and in particular of the coupling between syn-

hronisation and transparent motion.
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